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Self Service Fuelling!
Having been informed that
the fuelling bay was fully
operational after its upgrade
we plucked up courage and
choosing a midweek morning
went round to receive our
training session.

Summer Seasonal Zac came down
and talked us through every step of
the procedure before encouraging us
to have a go. He gave us a detailed
handout to keep on board so that

next time we topped up we would have a prompt sheet in case our
memories had deserted us.

Sue, nominated to be in charge of the nozzle and filling, fell at the
first hurdle. Having pulled out the reel of hose she went to place the
dispenser in the fuel filler but the hose rewound as she walked
towards the boat. You have to listen for the clicking sound which
means the brake is on! Her second attempt went much more
smoothly and squeezing the trigger the process got underway. A
slow fill pump meant there was little frothing and eventually the tank
on the port side was full. We opted to end here by pressing ticket>
print current receipt> pump used. We then regrouped and set off
from the beginning again with the aim of filling the starboard tank.
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Ahoy there Berth Holders

Welcome to the September newsletter. This is the third one under my Captaincy and I hope
you have been enjoying them. Roy has been a very tough act to follow.

I hope you have all had a fantastic summer and been able to make as much use (weather
permitting) of your boats.

We took our boat down to Chichester Marina at the beginning of June, hoping to be able to
nip across to the Isle Of Wight, Portsmouth etc. We did go to Gosport on the 5th June,
stayed for a couple of days and went to Southsea to be part of the 75th D-Day celebrations.
It was a very moving occasion and very glad we were there. Unfortunately, our stay in
Chichester didn’t go quite to plan & due to work commitments, the arrival of our third
grandchild and the dreaded weather, we were unable to make the most of the time the boat
was there. Bringing the boat back to Eastbourne was a challenge as well. The lock at
Chichester broke & was out of action for a couple of days, the weather changed and we
eventually got back mid July, but it was lovely to come into the lock at Eastbourne and be
wonderfully welcomed back by Peter the lock keeper that day.

Symon & I made our first trip across the channel to Dieppe at the end of July. It went very
smoothly and we had 4 very enjoyable days there.

You will see there are quite a few events planned and myself & the committee look forward
to seeing many of you attending them.

Now, I am probably about to upset a lot of people but this has to be said. The next
newsletter will be in January 2020, so may I take this opportunity to wish all of you a VERY
HAPPY CHRISTMAS & A VERY HAPPY NEW YEAR.

Melanie Cockill
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Lots of romantic proposals have taken place and we are
pleased to report that

Sasha (Admin Assistant) said yes to Mark

Amy (Duty Manager) said yes to Toby and

Darcey said yes to David (Lock keeper)

All are busy making plans……….

We wish them lots of luck for the future.

A must have course for all boating DIY-ers.
Tim Nicholls ran a really good course on under the water
maintenance for us last year. This year he will be focussing on
the top sides and guide you through

ESSENTIAL TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND SAFETY on

Saturday 16th November. 09.00-12.00

Meet at the boat yard office. Coffee etc free of charge but please bring a picnic type chair to sit on!

We are still needing
harbour representatives

for both
North & South harbours.

For further details contact
SHBHA Chairperson

Sue Sydney.
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Meet the People- Amy Wallis, Duty Manager

Having had four generations before her who were sea bound it was
perhaps a natural assumption that Amy would have the sea in her veins.
Her great, great, great grandad was Edward Allchorn who was involved in
the RNLI, Allchorn Boats and the local fishing industry*.

As a child sharing her family holidays on a yacht share in Greece, she enjoyed pleasure
sailing with her dad and knew aged ten that she wanted to spend her working life involved
with boating. Accordingly, she set about gaining different experiences to help kick start this.

Her first insight came in 2011/12 when she was helming the tour boat around the harbour.
Having also got a taste for the place she then became a summer seasonal in 2014.

Combining her studies with boat training she did a variety of RYA courses including radio,
diesel engines, competent crew and eventually gained her Yachtmaster theory qualification.
Intent on making herself as employable as possible she also followed up learning German
and becoming a gym instructor which she thought may come in handy if she ever was
employed on a superyacht!

Initially registered for a UKSA cadetship she withdrew to become a full-time lock keeper
(aged only 18 at the time!) instead.

Not content she then qualified for STCW 95 which is the code which was introduced to set
minimum international training standards for professional mariners. This covered personal
safety, firefighting, first aid and security awareness aboard boats longer than 22m.

Amy then attended other courses such as RoSPA (a H&S course), Dealing with an Oil
Spillage as well as Operating Plant and Heavy Machinery. She was clearly developing a wide
range of skills which ultimately stood her in good stead for the post of Duty Manager when
it became vacant. Being appointed to the role was her proudest moment.

Currently she is working through a Level 5 Diploma in Leadership and Management which
will enhance her role even further. Although Amy has studied a lot she still looks forward to
more opportunities for learning and is anticipating the arrival of the new hoist which she will
need to learn how to handle.

Amy would like more time to develop in role and progress even further with time and
experience of the Port Marine Safety Code and Law necessary for those involved in a
Statutory Harbour Authority such as Sovereign Harbour.

Now settled into her relatively new role she enjoys the location, having responsibility and
being able to make positive changes. An example of this can be seen in the new pump out
system installed on the fuel bay. The old one was not fit for purpose and wholesale changes
were necessary to get the important facility up to best 21st century standards.

Her duties are varied and she can be called out to help all hours of the night and day. A
young deer that had fallen into the marina provided her with a challenge. She went off with
the workboat and a net and managed to catch the fawn. She improvised a sort of dog/deer
collar and lead arrangement to keep it on board and made it back to the pontoon. The
creature was struggling and with a piercing cry it wriggled free, slipped its head out of the
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collar and dashed off into the distance and out of sight. Amy has never seen her protégé
since!! How ungrateful can you be?

Like Kim Rees, Amy would like to experience the life of a berth
holder to enable her to understand the trials and tribulations of
ownership and berthing at Sovereign Harbour. She races on a
Wednesday evening sometimes and enjoys the thrills that this can
bring.

Enjoying her time off she takes short camping trips with her little family. Associated with this
her reading matter has reverted from text books and she is now involved with such stories
as The Gruffalo and Winnie the Witch. She also enjoys taking pictures and working with
them. It seems unbelievable that she has a collection of over 10,000 photos which she
shares with her family.

Amy hopes that she provides a friendly face to approach if you have any concerns, problems
or worries. Keep your eyes open or call the office. She’ll be around to help.

*Edward Allchorn was the first coxswain
of Eastbourne Lifeboat and held that
position until 1853

In 1861, Edward Allchorn established a
pleasure boating business to operate
from Eastbourne's beach, providing
holiday makers with cruises along the
seafront and out to sea.

He is mentioned in the Lifeboat Museum
and on the Barnhill Wreck Information
board on the beach.

Whilst away on our summer cruise we were just approaching the
entrance to Le Havre when I thought I’d pop down and get the lines
out in readiness for our arrival in the marina. In Misty we’re able
to access the cockpit locker from the saloon, this is far easier than
leaning into a cockpit locker that is almost 6 feet deep.

So - what could possibly be the problem you may ask?

I had my wedding ring on and as I went down the companion way
my ring got caught under the track that the hatch slides in. I carried
on down with my finger trapped by my ring. I might add that we
have over 6 foot head room in the saloon, a long way down.

I managed to stop my downward motion before things got too bad but just take a look at
my finger, that was four days after the incident.

And my ring.

You may think that Dave was a little tight when he bought the ring,
yes, it is very thin, yes, it is nearly 50 years old, but, and this is where
I should have known better, I did exactly the same thing seven years
ago. The only difference being that I didn’t know what to expect,
didn’t get my ring off quickly enough and Dave ended up having to
cut it off with a junior hack saw! And so my poor old ring has really
been through it, not what I expected all those years ago.

Will I wear a ring on board in future? I will definitely do my best to avoid it. That’s always
assuming there’s enough left to repair. Or, I could always have a new one!!

Gill Clare
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THE PERILS OF GAS
I had heard that there was to be a large commemorative event for the 70th anniversary of
D Day 6th June to be held at Portsmouth with a lot of naval activity and fly pasts etc. This
was broadcast live and was watched by many on TV .

Therefore I assembled my crew and booked a berth at Gosport Marina in good time
anticipating that it may well be full for the event. We left our home port of Eastbourne on
the 3rd June 2019 staying overnight at Brighton largely because of the unexpectedly strong
winds on rounding Beachy Head which had slowed our progress west. So it was only by
chance that we were approaching the Loo Channel at Selsey Bill at around 1pm on the 4th
June.

We were in a slight sea heading due west in good weather conditions ie warm and sunny
and about 2 miles away from the Loo Channel. I was actually buttering a roll in very relaxed
circumstances when my helm called out that there was smoke on the horizon out to sea. I
turned to see an enormous column of smoke rising from a single point some 5 or so miles
further south of our position. It was immediately obvious that this was not some “coastal
steamer making smoke”.

Without further ado I went to the VHF – and whilst not calling a Mayday, immediately
reported what I could see to the Solent Coastguard on the Emergency Channel 16. The
Coastguard of course asked for my lat and long and an estimate of the distance of the smoke
from my vessel. Even whilst I was speaking I could suddenly hear a voice on the radio saying
“Mayday – Mayday.” I stopped talking and waited for the Solent Cg to answer but it soon
became obvious that they could hear nothing. Instead Solent asked me to continue with my
information. I queried if they had heard the Mayday and the reply was negative. I asked the
Cg to stand by and spoke to the Mayday myself. I quickly established that the Mayday was
connected with the smoke and advised the Cg to that effect. After a few moments I realised
that whilst I could hear and talk to the Mayday the Cg was unable to communicate with the
Mayday itself. Which left me as Piggy in the middle. So from then on I spoke to the Mayday
and relayed the information on to the Cg. It transpired that the Mayday – two male
casualties were in a small dinghy with just a hand held radio which was had insufficient
power to reach the Cg. I established that there had been a gas explosion when one of the
crew simply went below to make a cup of tea or similar and that one male had a head injury
and flash burns. The crew had abandoned ship to their dinghy. The boat itself was obviously
well alight, with the crew standing off some 500 yards or so in a white 2.5 m dinghy in what
for them was a substantial sea. I continued to relay all possible information to the Cg
including the injuries and that I felt a helicopter would be required and then soon found
myself talking to the Selsey Lifeboat and shortly after, to the Rescue helicopter, Helo 175. By
this time the smoke was subsiding and the actual location of the Mayday was difficult to
establish as my vessel was too far away to assist in any physical manner. In addition I
thought there may be a danger that I could have lost contact with the Cg myself had I gone
further out to sea. So we maintained position and continued to act as a Relay station. In
total I remained on the VHF for some 40 – 45 minutes occupied in almost constant
conversation with the Cg, Life boat, Helicopter and the Casualties themselves. A large part
of the time was spent by me giving the casualty reassurance that help was indeed on its way.
The lifeboat passed us at speed but then had considerable difficulty in identifying the dinghy
in the increasing troughs of the waves and only spotted their location when about 200 yards
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away from the dinghy. The lifeboat then recovered both casualties and initiated first aid.
The air sea rescue helicopter arrived on the scene and hoisted both casualties aloft and flew
them to the local hospital.

As a yacht sailor what can be learned from this near tragic experience?

Firstly of course to maintain your on board gas system. To have suitable alarms and make
sure they function. I do not know the actual circumstances leading up to the explosion so I
am not in a position to comment.

Secondly, have the VHF permanently switched on and audible – on Channel 16 !

Third. Keeping a good lookout at all times. The value of this proved itself here although not
in the usual manner – ie looking out for approaching vessels,obstructions etc.

Fourth. Know where you are – Of course I had the plotter on and from experience did know
exactly where I was and was able to give not only lat and long but also mention the approx.
distance of the East Borough Head buoy and the casualtie’s bearing from that buoy and
ourselves. Although the smoke did give a pinpoint position at first – the boat itself soon sank
and the smoke virtually disappeared quite rapidly.

As regards the VHF procedure, I was in the fortunate position of having been a police radio
operator and controller for many years but that was eighteen years ago. I have taken the
RYA VHF course and found that very useful but that was also some years ago. It was not at
all apparent initially that the CG was unable to hear the casualty’s broadcast and I had to
think quickly and virtually take control of the situation as clearly the casualty was becoming
increasingly stressed and suffering from shock and hypothermia as both men had been in
the sea for a while. The main thing is simply to keep a cool head – Listen and think before
speaking – engage brain before talking etc.

The fact that the casualty was only in possession, whilst in the dinghy, of a hand held radio
– and his low position at sea level obviously meant that he would never have been heard by
the Coastguard even though he was on Ch 16.

In a postscript to the whole incident I was later
approached at Gosport marina by a Dutch yacht
skipper and asked if we were the Ruby Tuesday
involved in the operation? The Dutch yacht had
been approaching from France towards Gosport
and had been a good way south of the casualty
when he too saw the explosion. Even with a
normal, on board, full power VHF he had also been
unable to raise the Coastguard but had managed
to approach the sinking vessel and to take a
photograph albeit from some distance away. The
photo illustrates the catastrophic nature of the
incident and when enlarged shows three “seats of
fire” two at either end of the vessel and one in the
middle of the hull. Shortly after the photo was taken the vessel had sunk.

Graham Castell
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collar and dashed off into the distance and out of sight. Amy has never seen her protégé
since!! How ungrateful can you be?

Like Kim Rees, Amy would like to experience the life of a berth
holder to enable her to understand the trials and tribulations of
ownership and berthing at Sovereign Harbour. She races on a
Wednesday evening sometimes and enjoys the thrills that this can
bring.

Enjoying her time off she takes short camping trips with her little family. Associated with this
her reading matter has reverted from text books and she is now involved with such stories
as The Gruffalo and Winnie the Witch. She also enjoys taking pictures and working with
them. It seems unbelievable that she has a collection of over 10,000 photos which she
shares with her family.

Amy hopes that she provides a friendly face to approach if you have any concerns, problems
or worries. Keep your eyes open or call the office. She’ll be around to help.

*Edward Allchorn was the first coxswain
of Eastbourne Lifeboat and held that
position until 1853

In 1861, Edward Allchorn established a
pleasure boating business to operate
from Eastbourne's beach, providing
holiday makers with cruises along the
seafront and out to sea.

He is mentioned in the Lifeboat Museum
and on the Barnhill Wreck Information
board on the beach.

http://www.miss-ocean.com/Media_Press_Articles/Allchorn_Maritime_Boats_Restorations_Eastbourne_Project.htm

Meet at the boat yard office. Coffee etc free of charge but please bring a picnic type chair to sit on!

Christmas is Coming!
As I write this we are about to have the hottest weekend but the days will fly by and we will

soon be getting ready for the festive season!

The hand over of the Christmas hampers to the crew of Eastbourne
lifeboat will take place on Saturday 30th November (10.00-12.00). Coffee,
cakes, a chance to natter, get seas safety advice and also an opportunity
to buy your RNLI cards, calendars and other small gifts.

Save your garden lights or buy more now. Get that thinking cap on as to how you
might help light up the harbour. We use solar ones reasonably successfully supplemented by
a digital manic star on a timer inside just to join in the event but if you want to push the
boat out and go for it there is a good incentive. This year it is a lift, wash, block and
relaunch as the prize for the overall winner and a really modern lifejacket for the runner up.
There will be food and beverage vouchers to use locally for each harbour winner so have a
go. Join in the fun and make Sovereign Harbour really shine.

Sovereign Shines will run from 1st December with the judging taking place between 10th
and 20th of December (We have listened to your comments and knowing some of you live
away hope to arrange the judging of boats for a weekend (please appreciate this aspect is
very weather dependent so light up as much as possible)).

On Friday 13th (yes really!!) from 4.30pm Reindeers and a Christmas
market are going to pop up. Hopefully Father Christmas will have time in
his diary to call by and check out progress for his busiest time of the
year. There will also be several school choirs and the local Rock Choir all
singing to add to the festive feeling.

The website will soon be up and running (we’ll send out an email to give
you a heads up) with all of the information including registration details, application forms
and timings.

More content Cont’d below….



The second ship to carry the name was launched in 1701. She
was also a 100 gun first rate ship of the line. She had a ‘great
repair’ during the years 1722 to 1725 and may have been/was
considered a new ship such was the extent of the work she
required. She was removed from service and finally broken up in
1768.

The third of the ‘Royal Sovereigns’ was built in1768 and was a
100 gun First Rate ship of the line. This was the vessel that
played an important role in the Battle of Trafalgar. She served
as the flagship of Admiral Collingwood at the Battle of
Trafalgar. Designed by Sir Edward Hunt, she was launched at
Plymouth Dockyard on 11 September 1786, at a cost of
£67,458, and was the only ship built to her draught. She was
known by her crew as the "West Country Wagon" due to her
poor manoeuvrability and speed.

Royal Sovereign was part of Admiral Howe's fleet at the
Glorious First of June, where she suffered 14 killed and 41
wounded.

On 16 June 1795, as the flagship of Vice-Admiral William Cornwallis, she was involved in the
celebrated episode known as 'Cornwallis' Retreat'.

Trafalgar

As the first ship of the fleet in action at Trafalgar on 21 October 1805, she led one column
of warships; Nelson's Victory led the other. Due to the re-coppering of her hull prior to her
arrival off Cádiz, Royal Sovereign was a considerably better sailer in the light winds present
that day than other vessels, and pulled well ahead of the rest of the fleet. As she cut the
enemy line alone and engaged the Spanish three decker Santa Ana, Nelson pointed to her
and said, 'See how that noble fellow Collingwood carries his ship into action!'

At approximately the same moment, Collingwood remarked to his captain, Edward
Rotheram, 'What would Nelson give to be here?'

Royal Sovereign and Santa Ana duelled for much of the battle, with Santa Ana taking fire
from fresh British ships passing through the line, including HMS Mars and HMS Tonnant,
while nearby French and Spanish vessels fired on Royal Sovereign. Santa Ana ‘struck’ at
14:15, having suffered casualties numbering 238 dead and wounded after battling Royal
Sovereign and HMS Belleisle. Royal Sovereign lost her mizzen and mainmasts, her foremast
was badly damaged and much of her rigging was shot away. At 2.20 pm Santa Ana finally
‘struck’ to Royal Sovereign. Shortly afterwards a boat came from Victory carrying Lieutenant
Hill, who reported that Nelson had been wounded. Realising that he might have to take
command of the rest of the fleet and with his ship according to his report being "perfectly
unmanageable", by 3 pm he signalled for the frigate Euryalus to take Royal Sovereign in

8

The next instalment of the saga of the Sovereign connection…

What’s in a name?
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tow. Euryalus towed her round to support the rest of the British ships with her port-side
guns, and became engaged with combined fleet's van under Pierre Dumanoir le Pelley, as it
came about to support the collapsing centre. Fire from the lead ships shot away the cable
between Royal Sovereign and Euryalus, and the latter ship made off towards Victory. Royal
Sovereign exchanged fire with the arriving ships, until Collingwood rallied several relatively
undamaged British ships around Royal Sovereign, and Dumanoir gave up any attempt to
recover some of the prizes, and made his escape at 4.30pm.

At 4.40 pm one of Victory's boats, carrying Captain Henry Blackwood and Lieutenant Hill,
came alongside and Blackwood reported Nelson's death to Collingwood.

This left Collingwood in command of the fleet, and with a storm rising, and disregarding
Nelson's final order to bring the fleet to anchor, Collingwood ordered Blackwood to hoist the
signal to all ships to come to the wind on the starboard tack, and to take disabled and
captured ships in tow. Royal Sovereign was by now almost or totally unmanageable and
virtually uninhabitable. As she had most of her masts shot away she could not make signals.
Having his ship too much disabled by enemy fire at just before 6 pm Collingwood, who had
succeeded Nelson in command of the fleet had to transfer himself and his flag to the frigate
Euryalus, while Euryalus sent a cable across and took Royal Sovereign in tow for second
time. At the end of the action Collingwood signalled from the frigate to the rest of the fleet
to prepare to anchor.

HMS Neptune took over the tow on 22 October, and was replaced by HMS Mars on 23
October.

Royal Sovereign had lost one lieutenant, her master, one lieutenant of marines, two
midshipman, 29 seamen, and 13 marines killed, and two lieutenants, one lieutenant of
marines, one master's mate, four midshipman, her boatswain, 69 seamen, and 16 marines
wounded.

After Trafalgar

Royal Sovereign returned to duty in the Mediterranean the next
year and remained on the blockade of Toulon until November
1811, when she was ordered to return home to the Channel
Fleet. In 1812 and 1813 she was under the command of Rear
Admiral James Bissett serving under Admiral Keith.

After her useful active life she was converted to harbour service
as a receiving ship at Plymouth before being renamed HMS Captain on 17 August 1825.
Hulked in June 1826, Captain was finally broken up at Plymouth, with work being completed
on 28 August 1841. Four of her guns were saved and are incorporated in the Collingwood
Memorial in Tynemouth.

]
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What’s Been Going On?
Whilst most of us spent some time cruising, and we hope you did
too, there is still work going on in the background. We hoped to

have resolved some issues that have been
outstanding for some time and I am glad to
report that:

The pump out facility has been completely
redesigned and fitted.

The new barriers have all been fitted and are working (unless they
have been vandalised). The marina is looking into the possibility of
keeping the most essential spares so that the barriers can be
effectively deployed to keep non authorised personnel and vehicles
out at all times.

The lighting in the Boardwalk car park has finally been fitted with
new units of a more waterproof nature. They have so far survived
numerous ferocious downpours and although we had to put up with
the inconvenience over a long period of time I am also pleased to
report that the costings were covered by the original contractor.

The disabled parking has been relocated to a more convenient area
and is being policed by members of staff.

The partial pontoon washing programme has commenced. If you
have an area near you that needs attention get in touch with the
office.

The new hoist is still in build and will arrive according to plan. It will
be fully assembled on arrival and run along side the old one during
the training of staff. Once all is in order the old one will be
dismantled (and hopefully sold!)

The areas ready to enable the start of the Fisherman’s Quay are
being prepared though there is still no definite start date identified.
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Still on going but on the discussion list is:

Security: There are now more pan and tilt cctv
cameras than ever before. Whilst not a regular
occurrence, security issues are being monitored and

a protocol for dealing with such occasions has been introduced. Any
difficulty or concern about things should be reported to the office
immediately. Do not get involved yourself: Security staff and/or the
police can be called if needed. Some gates will be having the
magnetic capability doubled up to prevent some ingress. Perspex will
also be added to certain gates.

The performance of the bin and cleaning contractors which often
falls below the standard expected by the Marina and ourselves.

Illegally parked vehicles and speeding in the car parks

The bird netting programme has finally commenced but this
has been delayed by nesting birds. A compromise has now
been agreed and hopefully some improvement in the state
of the floor will be evidenced soon.

The availability of trolleys and their condition. (Unfortunately,
not everyone realises that the trolleys should be kept in a
clean state and returned to the bridgehead when not actually
in use.)

Weeds around the harbour areas. EBC are responsible for the
adopted walkways and have someone who works on this area.
Unfortunately, it could be compared to the painting of the Forth
Road Bridge as it is a never-ending task.

We are going to trial having marked bays for fuel dispensing to get
more than one boat on there at a time.
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On the to do list:
Little work has been done on the ladders. A few

will be dealt with. A full survey of the conditions

some large scale response to our worries which we have voiced for
some time now.

There is some money in the next budget to repaint the South
harbour Bridge and replace the rusty stanchions on the lock gates.

You can help by:

Reporting things as you see them. If
appropriate take boat names and times of
incidents. If safe to do so take a photograph.

have been replaced due to degradation and more

and problems is in hand and hopefully we will see

One pot cookery - Chicken Papri-Crash

500 gms boneless* chicken (white or dark meat)

Salt and pepper to taste

2 tablespoons oil

1 medium onion, thinly sliced

1 medium green pepper, cut into strips

1 medium tomato, chopped

2 chicken bouillon cubes1 cup of water

1 tablespoon paprika½ cup uncooked minute rice

Rub the chicken with the salt, pepper and garlic powder and add the pieces to a pre heated
pan which has the oil in it. Brown the pieces of chicken and then add the onion and pepper.
Cook for 2 to 3 minutes. Add the tomato, bouillon cubes and water then bring to the boil.
Add the paprika, stir, cover and cook for 10 minutes over a medium heat. Five minutes
before serving add the minute rice to the simmering sauce. Cook for one minute and then
let it stand covered for the remaining 4 minutes. Give it a stir to make sure all of the rice
has soaked in the sauce otherwise there will be some crunchy bits!

To vary the recipe you could add a little cream

• Using bone less means you have less rubbish to dispose of!
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Fishy business!

1. What kind of animal is called a razor
shell?

2. Which fish family is the pilchard a
member of?

3. An abalone is what kind of animal?
4. What kind of sea creature sleeps with

one eye open?
5. What sea animal was the largest to ever live in the sea?
6. A sea horse is what kind of creature?
7. What do we call the fish called ‘solea solea’?
8. Most fish exchange gases using what?
9. What kind of animal can be a minke, grey or killer?
10. Dolphins travel in groups called what?
11. What is a lump sucker?
12. How many tentacles does an octopus have?
13. Over 97% of fish are oviparous which means what?
14. What type of fish is the world’s largest fish?
15. Where would you find a fish’s caudal fin?
16. The anchovy belongs to what fish family?
17. What part of a sturgeon is the caviar?
18. In what kind of fish are parr a stage of growth?
19. What kind of fish is a sardine also known as?
20. A squid has how many arms?

Answers next time
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NEW. 10% discount for members at the Ashford Designer Outlet
The Waterfront Restaurants

Discounts are available on production of a current membership card.

Pablo’s and Gringo’s 10% off food, max 6 persons.

Simply Italian 10% off, except special event nights.

Ganges 10% of food Harbour Grill 10% off food

Discounts are available at premises displaying the Berth Holders Logo
on production of a current membership card.

East Sussex Marine Engineering & Naval Architectural Surveyor
As an established Marine Engineer and Surveying Practice based in Polegate.

IMarEST Member / Engineer and Postgraduate Lloyds Qualified Marine Surveyor
and MIA IPA Surveyor.

15% Discount on Yacht and Small Craft Surveys for members.
Contact us on 01273 930156 or www.eastsussexmarine.com

Sea Training Sussex
10% off RYA courses

www.harwellcharters.co.uk/sussex-sea-training.php

Buzz Active Eastbourne
5% on all standard rate offers (Excluding special taster offers etc)

all watersport and land based holiday programmes, adult training including powerboat level 2
and safety boat training etc and bespoke private tuition and sessions

Mail: info@buzzactive.org.uk phone 01323 417023

Newhaven Scuba Centre
5% off all courses – Contact Glen for more Information

Mail: info@newhaven-scuba.co.uk

Rupert Smith Yacht & Powerboat Surveys
£2 per foot discount

www.rupertsmithsurveys.com Phone: 01323 898782 07931 565798

Simpson Marine, Newhaven
10% discount on non-promotional items upon production of current membership card

West Quay, Newhaven Phone: 01273 612612 www.simpson-marine.co.uk

Top Sail Insurance
15% introductory discount and free marine legal expenses

01273 573727 www.topsailinsurance.co.uk

SHBHA Members Benefits
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Boatshed Brighton
Boatshed offers 2% discount to all members

Mail: timkingston@boatshed.com or phone 07920 022540

Newhaven Scuba Centre
5% off all courses. Contact Glen for more details.

Phone: 01273612012
www.newhaven-scuba.co.uk Mail: info@newhaven-scuba.co.uk

Cruising Association
25% off first year’s membership fee.

Use unique SHBHA code PM2Y when completing the application form.
Phone: 02075 372828 www.cruising.org.uk

Tim Nicholls Yacht Services
Present membership card at shop for discount card

Phone: 01323 478080 07977444910
http://www.tnyachtservices.co.uk/ mail: yachtserve@hotmail.co.uk

Eastbourne Boat Sales
Boat Brokerage fees reduced to 3%

Maintenance/Engineering labour rate reduced to £30 per hour.
email address neil@eastbourneboatsales.com
website http://www.eastbourneboatsales.com/

Brighton Marina
Sign up for a Gold Card for use at over 30 Brighton Marina restaurants and stores.

www.brightonmarina.co.uk/goldcard

Eurotek Marine
Use your SHBHA membership to claim discount.

www.eurotekmarine.co.uk

Priory Court Hotel
10% off your food. Prior booking required. Must show membership card.

01323 763150

Offer from Premier Marinas
Premier Marine Insurance, in association with specialist marine insurer GJW Direct, is offering SHBA
members quality insurance with exclusive Premier Marinas’ benefits – plus the option to make interest

free monthly payments on annual insurances over £100.

For a quote call: 0151 473 8088 or www.premiermarineinsurance.co.uk



Your Officers and Committee work voluntarily to help
you enjoy Sovereign Harbour. We ask you to encourage
others to join and keep the Association strong.

Chairman & Sue Sydney (WS17) Sovereign Star
West Harbour Rep
Vice Chairman & Gill Clare (G23) Morning Mist
Central rep
Membership Secretary Nigel Dumbell (F30) Tipsy Tart

Assistant Editor
Treasurer Big BubbleLorraine Elliott (WS16)

Secretary David Baird (J9) Lobster III

North Harbour Mason Pendrey (NF06) Moody B

South Harbour Alison Attwood (SX21) Takataka

Webmaster Lloyd Austin (WT17) Sea Runner

Newsletter Editor Melanie Cockill (F44) Carribbean Blue

Committee members

Symon Cockill (F44) Carribbean Blue

Rob Walker-Richmond (WS08) Always There

All members of the committee and officers can be contacted via the website

and on a final note….

P r i n t D e s i g n Q u a l i t y

The Danewood Press Ltd

01825 740302
sales@danewoodpress.com
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Royal Yachting Association


